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A Utile learning is a dangerous thing,
Drink not' or taste the Hyperion spring:
Its shallow draughts intoxicate the brain,
But drinking deeply sobers us again.
Fired at first sight with what the Mnse
imparts,
In fearless youth we tempt the heights
of Art;
But more advanced behold with strange
surprise
New distant scenes of endless science rise.
Alexander Pope
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traduction to his story of the battle
for the Dardenelles—a battle which
he pictured to us vividly. He spoke
jn dramatic form of the battle for
the fortifications of the Turk. Since
we have seen the battle which he pictured to us, we are convinced that
war js not glory, but terrible murder
an<j bloodshed.
We are pleased to have had Mr.
Skeyhill on our platform and should
be glad for the privilege to hear him
again.
—Reported by Dorothy Atkinson.

marks from our visitors, Dean Glasier and Dr. R. B. Cramer, both fornior New Yorkers. Following a few
words from Miss Clara French, Mr.
Duryea was asked to speak as "Spiritual father" of the New York group,
This fine opportunity of getting together was greatly enjoyed, for some
have so recently come into the family
that they may have felt more like acquaintances than members.
In looking over the group, the
thought came that just such gather
ings might take place in any college
where state relationships have been
fostered, but, nevertheless, there was
a difference, for Taylor emphasies
an even deeper and sweeter relationship—that of being adopted into the
family of God. In a few years, at
most, these gatherings will only be
a happy memory, but the family re
lationship in Christ, which many have
begun here will continue and increase
as the years pass by.
—J. M. D.

On Thursday afternoon, January 22,
we enjoyed the third number of our
Lyceum course for 1924-25. The
speaker, Mr. Tom Skeyhili, is a noted
lecturer. Mr. Roosevelt said that he
would rather be on the platform with
torn Skeyhili than
with any other
man.
As Taylor University usually pro
cures the best in Lyceum speakers,
we were filled with great expectations.
Mrs. Ruth Bryan Owen and the New
ell Concert Company had preceded
him.
NEW YORK STUDENTS MEET.
He was a very fluent speaker and
charmed his audience. He also was
At 5:30 on Tuesday evening, Feb.
humorous. He began his speech by 3, about thirty of the New York stusaying that there were three things dents met in the Swallow-Robin parhe could not understand in America lor, and then adjourned in a body to
—American politics, the American the dining hall, where tables were
girl, and American "Slanguage." He arranged for them in the form of the
said that he did not understand the letter "T". On the wall behind, the
American politics and frankly told us letters "New York" had been fast
that he knew we did not either.
ened, as well as the blue ribbon
The American girl is a great puz which, having been awarded them on
zle to him. Quoting him: "I do not Thanksgiving day for their exhibi
THE 1925 GEM.
know whether she is kidding me or tion, is greatly valued by the Empire
I'm kidding her."
State family.
Taylor's annual for. this year prom
He said furthermore that at first
The New York students have trav ises to be the best one she has ever
it is almost impossible for an Eng eled from 800 to 1,000 miles that they had. Even the 1924 Gem, which was
lishman to understand the American might enjoy the fine spirit of Taylor pronounced a masterpiece by authori"Slanguage." He gave several vivid University. Many of their friends at ties, cannot hope to outshine this new
examples of our use of "Slanguage." home have an erroneous conception of jewel which will soon be ready for
In San Francisco upon his arrival in what Taylor stands for, and may be your inspection. The old Roman borAmerica, as he was standing on the compared with the little boy who pos- der design, which is carried uniform( ock, the major- stepped up to him and itively refused to spend a week in ly throughout, gives a background of
asked him if he were Mr. Skelhill, the the country. After being coaxed and beauty to the book which would be
noted lecturer. "I am," he replied.
pleaded with in vain, an impatient hard to surpass in any annual. Then
The mayor exclaimed "You don't
relative finally
asked him why he the eight page view section is comsay!" This to Mr. Skeyhili was an
acted so. "Because," be replied, "they prised of shivery snow scenes taken
insult and he ouicklv replied, "Pardon
have thrashing machines down there, during our frost storm which transme, sir, but I do say!" While he was
and its bad enough here when its done formed our campus overnight into a
still on the dock a girl came up to
by hand."
veritable fairyland. And there are
him and asked him if he were the lec
While it is true that many take the other pictures which contribute to
turer. When he replied in the affirm
view that Taylor Uniersity is some xgr the beauty (?) of the book; pictures
ative, she said, "Oh boy!" Thinking
llgious thrashing._machine, neverthe- of P. D.'s, or D. D.'s, of M. A.'s, of
this to be a form of salutation, he re
less the enthusiastic New York Tay- Thalos, of Philos, of YOU, of brand
plied "Oh girl!" Upon another oc
lorites do not share in this opinion.
new A. B.'s, or S. P.'s and yes, even
casion when he, in English ball room
After a fine dinner was enjoyed, pictures of B. V. D.'s (in the adverfashion, asked a young lady for a
our president and toastmaster, Mr. tising department.)
dance, she quickly replied, "I'd be
Harold Beane, called for a few reThe book can truly be called "the
tickled to death."
In other words, he implied that we
mutilated our language. Mr. Skey
hili supposes, however, that the
American language is as good for the
American as the English language is
for the Britisher.
"Everything To Build Anything"
He spoke of a need of a new Rennaisance in Europe. Our civilization
will either improve, decay, or stand
still. We are to make it improve. It
Phone 21!
Upland, Ind.
is not a mark of civilization to use our
fellow men in war. This was an in-
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year in a nut-shell." Next to mak
ing the annual a thing of beauty, the
staff's prime consideration is that it
shall picture Taylor's life as it is.
We want every person who looks at
our annual to see Taylor, to see her
ideals, to see the life of her students,
to see the activities of this year
spread before them in such a way
that they will live in the pages of
the book. You cannot afford to be
without a copy of this year's Gem.
The memories it will bring back to you
in future years will be priceless, far
above the present value of the paltry
sum we are charging for it. Sub
scription day is coming. Begin saving
your quarters now!
CHRONICLES.
Jan. 21—Expression and Music re
citals.
Jan. 22—Lyceum
Skeyhill.

number,

Tom

Jan. 23—-First Thalo-Philo basket
ball game. S. R. feed!
Jan. 24—Thalo program.
Jan. 25—Mr. George Masa spoke in
Chapel about conditions in the Phil
ippines.
Jan. 26—Band rehearsal.
Jan. 27—Prayei Band.
Jan. 28—Change of tables.
Jan. 29—Prayer meeting.
Jan. 30—Dr. Wray speaks in Holi
ness League.
Jan. 31—Philo program.
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LOCAL NEWS.

BIRTHDAY SURPRISE.

Rev. Mr. Davies, from Jonesboro.
gave us a very interesting talk in
chapel last week.
Mr. E. S. Carman, secretary and
chief engineer of the Osborne Manu
facturing Co. at Cleveland, Ohio,
spent a short visit with his daughter
and son, who are students at T. U.
Mr. Carman gave a very inspiring
message in chapel on "The Master
Builder."
Misses Opha Hoard and Vera My
ers, from Anderson, were the week
end guests of Misses Irma and Rubv
Dare.
A number of our students attended
the meetings held in Berne, Indiana,
by Dr. Torrey. The meetings were
both uplifting and inspiring, in which
hundreds of souls were brought to
the altar and found peace.
Misses Pharaba
Polhemus and
Florence Beale were entertained in
the home of Prof, and Mrs. B. R.
Pogue last Sunday.
Mr. Doyle Mullen, chairman of the
national council of the "Student Vol
unteer Movement," spent a short visit
at T. U. to speak to the Volunteers on
Monday, February 1st, and in chapel
on Tuesday morning. Mr. Mullen is
a student in Butler College at Indian
apolis.

On Monday evening, January 26th,
Miss Mildred Radaker was invited to
the home of Mrs. Lola Ayres for din
ner at five forty-five o'clock. At fivethirty Mrs. Ayres and Miss Mildred
Whetsel, hostesses of the evening, to
gether with a number of friends, hid
themselves in the kitchen and impa
tiently awaited the arrival of the
honored guest. When Miss Radaker
entered, the kitchen immediately lost
its "contents" and from all indica
tions it was truly a surprise.
A two-course lap dinner was served.
When the birthday cake was cut, each
guest was given a piece except Miss
Radaker. When the hostess was ready
to serve her, she found that the con
tainer was empty, so she gave the
tray to the honored guest, instead of
a piece of cake. This was a beautiful
silver tray, presented to her as a
token of
appreciation
from
her
friends..
The guests of the evening were:
Misses Theodora Bothwell, Corey
Stephens, Harriett Leisure, Eva Oli
ver, Kathryne Bieri, Elsie Keller,
Martha Lindsey, Helen Shoemaker,
Mildred Radaker, Mildred Whetsel,
Wilma Jones, Mrs. Lola Ayres and
Herbert Ayres.

IN CHAPEL.
On Tuesday, February third, we
were privileged to have Mr. Mullin
speak tb us in chapel. Mr. Mullen is
chairman of the Indiana State dele
gation for the Student Volunteer
Movement, as well as the national
chairmlan of this organization.
He gave us a very helpful and in
spirational talk on the work of the
organization, and of his own exper
iences as a Student Volunteer.
—Dorothy Atkinson.

Saturday, January twenty-first, was
a very eventful day. Among other
things Dr. Glasier's party must not
be overlooked. From five-thirty
to
seven-thirty the organization of for
eign students, with those who assist
regularly from time to time enjoyed
a delightful rest from weary burdens
of school life.
There were about twenty persons
present. They surely will not soon
(Continued on page 10 3rd col.)
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WORK IN CHINA.
(By Amy Spalding-, W. C. T. U.
Secretary in China)
Probably the one biggest accom
plishment of the W. C. T. U. in
China this year has been the essay
contests, which
were
conducted
throughout the schools of China. Over
a thousand essays on Alcohol, Narcot
ics, Gambling and Social Purity were
submitted for the final
judging. I
wish I could send you jome of them
but they are all written in Chinese,
and I am afraid you would not be able
to read them. We have also had ora
torical contests in many of the cities.
We have distributed a great deal of
literature and published a Temper
ance Quarterly.
About a year ago, our Student's
Temperance Legion in Shanghai,
started a home for beggar women and
girls, and I think no one can realize
how much that means until they have
been in China, because of the multi
plicity of the most wretched looking
beggars everywhere.
About fifty
women and girls have passed through
our home this year, have learned to
read and write as well as an occupa
tion or industry, so that they are now
not only supporting themselves but
others also.
Our W. C. T. U. is also supporting
a Day Nursery in Shanghai for the
babies of factory women. These poor
mothers work in the factories for a
few coppers a day, and if it were not
for the nursery the babies would be
left with brothers and sisters on the
streets or compelled to lie on the
floor of the factory amid all the dust
and dirt and noise of the machinery.
Many babies are thus caught in the

machinery and mangled to death ev
ery year. Much of the care and food
for these babies, both day and night,
at the nursery must be given free be
cause the mothers are not able to pay
for it. They do appreciate it, how
ever, and we have many more appli
cations than we have room for. The
faces of the mothers beam to know
that their babies are so well cared for,
and when they come they are taught
better baby care and we have classes
to teach them to read and write and
tell them the Gospel Story. This is
the first Day Nursery in China, and
letters have come from many parts
of the nation asking about it. The
funds for its maintainance are raised
by contribution.
During the summer months we had
a Daily Vacation Bible School at our
Settlement House. This fall we are
entering upon the Anti-opium cam
paign in co-operation with many other
organizations and have a big pro
gram ahead. But our task seems to
grow bigger each year because of
the double gift which other nations
insist on bringing to Chnia.
As long as America sends Bibles
and beer, Missionaries and tobacco,
and immoral pictures and people all
on the same boats, she not only helps
China but multiplies her problems
also, and it is the realization of that
very thing on the part of many Chin
ese which is causing an increasing
anti-foreign feeling and which is
making such men as Rabindranath
Tagere of India cry out against the
invasion of Western Civilization. It
does seem, that we get so much of
the poorest of everything out here,
and so little of the good, and I often
wonder as I see the Chinese at the

movies, if they think that is a true
representation of Christian America.
Our little Chinese amah expressed it
quite well when she said after at
tending one, "Why do the Americans
take pictures of all their sins and
send them over here for us to see?"
So many business men are out here
to exploit the Chinese that we cannot
wonder they resent it and cry out
against the "foreign devil." Nor are
the business men and the poor movies
entirely to blame. The missionaries
and churches are rendering of little
avail much of their work, because in
stead of uniting and bringing to
China the simple Gospel story with
its constructive program inspired by
the love of God and the Christ Spirit,
they are bringing all their differences
of creed and doctrine and putting in
much time emphasizing non-essen
tials. Among a people who have for
so many centuries combined and
blended their three great religions of
Taoism, Buddhism and Confucianism
until they can scarcely be separated
any more, it is hard to conceive of
how the great Christian religion can
be so divided and confused by its
followers. That very thing is proof I
to many Chinese thinkers that Chris
tianity is a failure. It sounds rather
strange to hear these Orientals free
ly using the terms of Modernst and
Fundamentalist and discussing just
what points they shall draw from it
all which will add to their civiliza
tion in the final outcome.
You see, we westerners have rushed
in with our "cock sure" attitude and
with no reverence at all for a civi
lization which has endured for ages,
and have simply put over our procontinued on page 10 )
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THE JOYS OF A "FORD" CHRIST comfort. The various bags, suitMAS.
eases and the like, tied on at every
For "universal interest" subjects, conceivable point, gave the car the
surely Fords, meaning of course the external appearance of a gypsy cara
dear old "Tin Lizzies" of our hoyden- van.'
ish days, take the highest premium.
At last the momentous moment ar
Christmas too, appeals to the average rived. A laughing professor cranked
heart. There I have it—two subjects energetically. Nellis, for such was
in one—like the two-in-one of the the surname of our favored steed,
shoe polish knight. And yet, I shall coughed
reluctantly
and—"died."
say scarcely a
word concerning Speedily revived, she repeated the
Christmas and but little more about performance with little variation for
the Ford, except incidentally.
several minutes. Suddenly, to the
You who have traveled in a Ford surprise of everyone, she shot off at
during the days of spring or autumn, a tangent and we were well on our
or the sweating days of summer, way to Pennsylvania.
It is not my purpose to give you a
think perhaps that you have tasted of
the philosopher's cup of delight. But detailed account of our trip home. A
I choose to tell you rather of a jour twenty-six hour drive with few in
ney during the frosty days of De terruptions does not leave one in a
cember. You who have used a Ford talkative mood. Two incidents, how
for your wedding trip or a luxurious ever, are worth passing mention. One
journey from coast to coast, may was the loss of a wheel while passing
think that you have experienced all over an embankment; the other an
the thrills of auto riding. But I in enforced stop in the city of Lima at
vite you to a jolly party of college two o'clock in the morning. The lat
students going home for the holidays. ter was a great relief. Cramped and
As I tell you about our joys please stiff as we were, we were glad of
remember that I tell you of them only even a moment's respite from the
in the hope that you, too, may long jolting, joggling motion. The occas
to experience like pleasures.
ion for stopping was a "blow-out,"
As we started on our journey from but since all the ci'ty slept we found
a little college in miid-Indiana to our it difficult to arouse a good garage
homes in Pennsylvania, many and Samaritan. The tools needed, by the
direful were the warnings showered way, had been left in another car.
upon us. Some of our friends pre Finally a drowsy repair man was
dicted that the old Ford would never found who, for a consideration, un
survive the journey. Others prom loaded on us an asthmatic pump, a
ised to welcome us back in late cracked jack (which promptly fell
spring. Still others, full of kindly apart when used) and a spare tire—spirit, offered to accompany us a one of that kind you know, which has
short distance in order to tow us to recently undergone an operation and
the nearest station. But we, perched is still tender. While the drones of
high on thie blanket-covered seats, the party slept in their seats, still
bade our derisive well-wishers a weighed down under numerous ob
haughty farewell trusting that we jects, the energetic members with
should have the last, and therefore great dexterity repaired the tire and
the best, laugh.
Every "Forder" we at last left Lima to her peaceful
knows the feeling.
Side curtains slumbers.
bound us within the touring car, and
The other incident, that of
the
indeed, even if they had not been lost wheel, or rather tire, caused far
there, the various bundles piled up to less trouble. For one thing it oc
and above our knees would have en curred earlier in our journey before
forced quietness. The driver alone our peevishness had overwhelmed all
enjoyed comparative freedom and lighter emotions. The tire came off
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at a railroad crossing and our first
knowledge of
its departure came
when we saw it gracefully sail over
a low embankment on our right and
accompany us on our journey. We
appreciated its kindly intention but
decided to invite its closer compan
ionship. On stopping, however, we
found that a rim ready to burst into
flame from friction required cooling.
Therefore, having recovered
our
friend the tire, we adjourned to the
side of, the road for a picnic lunch.
Our orchestra which played during
the meal, was composed entirely of
frogs who held their instruments on
the marshy ground back of us. Nel
lie's headlights illumined the small
place whereon we sat but left all the
other ground in darkness. We en
joyed the chorus, noticing with pleas
ure the superb leadership of Grand
father Bull-frog, who, with the as
sistance of his son, Uncle Ezekiel,
kept all the orchestra in tune. A
herd of lowing swine, I mean kine,
passed us on their way to pasture.
Since their stalwart leader gave us
fair warning that the pasture was
his, we conceded the field to him and
retired in good order, especially so,
considering the number of articles
that sailed over the fence in one tre
mendous fusillage.
The latter portion of our journey
was really the
most
interesting.
Yours might not be, yet you know
how it is. When the forest-covered
hills of Pennsylvania came into sight
all thought of drowsiness left us. Ev
ery muscle was taut, every eye alert
and keen, and that for more than one
reason. An unusually open fall had
brought us to Christmas time with
scarcely a flurry of snow to tell of
approaching winter (a fact which also
accounts for the Christmas orchestra
mentioned heretofore). Rain, how
ever, had fallen in quantities inun
dating the lower lands. As a result,
roads, which in summer usually re
sembled a plowed field, then stretched
out smooth and black before us in
the moonlight, until we came close to
them, then—but wait! Have you
ever ridden on a bucking broncho or
thrilled at the jerk of the "whip" at
a circus? If you have, you can ap
preciate our feelings. Poor Nellie
creaked and groaned, but forged val
iantly ahead, sliding down on her
haunches protestingly, only to climb
again from a seemingly secure restcontinued on page 12)
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was elected toastmaster for the ban
quet.
The first triangular club debate, on
the subject, "Resolved, That the Unit
ed States should subsidize merchant
marine," was held on Saturday even
ing, January 31, in the regular place.
Messrs. McKenzie and Takechi up
held the affirmative, while Messrs.
Irish and Jackson debated for the
negative. Our critic, Mr. Leichty,
this question. Taylor should not have gave us a fine report, which was of a
MNANKA DEBATING CLUB.
great benefit to the whole club.
January 24 found the Mnankas a Y. W. C. A. organization!
—O. T., Reporter.
On January 31, another question
gathered in Swallow Robin parlor for
their regular meeting, owing to the was answered in the negative, when
EULOGONIAN DEBATING CLUB.
absence of light in Room 5. The the proposition, "Resolved, that the
Resolved: That Chicago should
question debated on this evening was policies and practices of the Morman
own ad operate her public utilities.
iEesolvfed, that capital punishment church should be further restricted by
be abolished." The affirmative speak the Federal government," was debat This was the question for debate in
the Eulogonian Debating Club on the
ers, Miss Flood and Miss Chamber ed. Miss Beale and Miss Helen Hesevening
of Jan. 24. Messrs. Halterlain, won the decision against the senauer gave a very convincing ar
negative, which1 was upheld by Miss gument for the affirmative; Miss man and B. Eicher upheld the affirma
Geneva Dixon and Miss Hawkins up tive, but were defeated by their op
George and Miss Baldwin.
ponents, Messrs. Appleby and OckenFollowing the debate, the club ad held the negative.
ga,
by a unanimous decision of the
Never were Soangetahas more en
journed in a body to the chapel, were
in joint session with our Soangetaha thusiastic for the future of their club judges.
The final number of our lecture
sisters, it was decided that the Inter- nor more loyal to the blue and gold,
Club debate this term be postponed than they are now. Miss Daugherty course was given on Jan. 31, by Dr.
until the beginning of the spring and Miss Ruth Draper will meet the John Paul. The subject was "How
term. So April 1 will find
each Mnana debaters in the last inter-club to Judge a Debate." Three qualifica
Mnanka out in full force ready "to debate of the year on April 1st, and tions necessary to become a judge
every Soangetaha is back of them were stated: (1) experience, (2) abil
win or die."
ity to perceive evidence, and (3) in
A most intersting and instructive with a cry of "Keep that banner!"
herent ability, or in other words,
—Reporter.
debate was held on January 31 on the
common sense. Too, a good judge
question, "Resolved, that the sale of
EUREKA DEBATING CLUB.
must discriminate between a psycho
revolvers should be abolished." The
On Saturday evening, January 17, logical and a logical appeal; and must
Misses Olson and Love defended the
negative, but were defeated by the two young men met at the parlor of be able to decide whether a point is
proof or not, and the value of this
Misses French and Atkinson on the Samuel Morris Dormitory.
A.—Say! Where have you been? proof to the debate.
affirmative. At each meeting the
B.—I have been at the Eureka
If you are a Eulogonian and are
critic's report is always most helpful,
meeting.
not attending our club meetings, you
not only to those debating, but also
A.—How was it?
are missing something of real value.
to each member of the club.
B.—Very good! Very good!
If you do not belong to any club,
The Mnankas have been very glad
A.—What was the question ?
you are always welcome to attend our
to welcome during the past few weeks
B.—"Resolved, that Taylor Univer sessions each Saturday evening in
visitors from each of the other clubs
and we feel that the more we have of sity should have a radio broadcasting the library at 6:30 p. m.
—Reporter.
this co-operative spirit between the station," was the question. Messrs.
clubs, the faster and more permanent Lindell and Ketcham upheld the affir
THE VOLUNTEER BAND.
will be the progress and success of mative, while Messrs. Dean and TexThe Volunteer Band met for its
each. At 6:30 each Saturday even ter supported the negative side of
ing the Mnanka door swings ajar to the question. The judge rendered the weekly meeting on January twentyany who would like to spend a profit decision in favor of the affirmative. sixth. After a season of prayer sev
Mr. Wells gave a good criticism. eral letters were read from different
able hour with us.
—Reporter. There was a remarkable interest missionaries. The Band is always glad
shown in the argument. Come out to hear from those in the foreign field.
some time.
SOANGETAHAS.
The conditions and problems which
A.—Thank you! I will.
"Should Taylor University have a
the missionaries have to face were
On Saturday evening, January 24, made very real to us as we listened
Y. W. C. A. organization?"
Some
people said "Yes," and others said Eurekans met for their business meet to those letters. Miss Miller con
"No." But the question was settled ing to plan for the annual banquet. cluded the service by giving a short
to the satisfaction of all Soangetahas Mr. Lyon, the president, presided at account about the life and conversion
on January 24, when Miss Lindell and the meeting. After devotion was of the great Chinese Christian gen
Miss Ripley defeated Miss Speicher conducted by Mr. Shultz, the chaplain, eral, Feng.
and Miss Thompson in a debate on the business proceeded. Mr. Tarbell
On February second the Band was
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glad to have Mr. Doyle Mullen, of nes®, through the word is nowhere de- and elsewhere, with the desire to
Butler College, as its speaker. Mr. fined in the Bible. He had first to serve our Christ and mankind.
Mullen was president of our Indiana distinguish Himself from the false
No matter where we go, whether it
Student Volunteer union 1923-24, rep- gods. Moses saw that God is a holy be a conference lecture, or life in genresented us at the National Council of God and exclaimed in his song, in the eral, where we rub shoulders with the
Volunteers in New York City 1923, fifteenth chapter of Exodus, "Who is thinking people of this land, we are
and was made chairman of that body like unto Thee?" In the wilderness, continually confronted with the subin 1924. Mr. Mullen gave us much God tried to teach the people a little ject of the relation of youth to the
inside information concerning the more of holiness by distinguishing be- affairs of the nations.
Student Volunteer Movement and if tween the clean and the unclean anijn Ujat splendid lecture on our own
there was one thing that Mr. Mullen mals. From the clean ones, He told platform, by Mr. Tom Skeyhill, we
did for us more than to enlighten us the people to select a lamb without beard about war. But that was not
as to our relation to Missions, it was blemish.
-be main theme. Back of his thought
that he helped us to realize that we
God also established holy places, there was ever present the subject
are a part of the larger whole and The altar was holy, and the taber- "youth Movement." The youth of
that our work cannot count for what nacle contained the Holy of Holies. fne world is waking up. In England
it should unless we have the proper Only a holy priest was allowed to -;t
thinking and acting; in India it
associations in church, state, and enter this holy place.
is forming the great Mass Movement;
nation.
Anything, to be hold, must be sep- in china it is struggling and observThe world needs Taylor. We have arated from other things and sepa- ;ng.. jn Russia it wants to, but is
the largest Student Volunteer Band rated unto God. When man has afraid to move; in Japan it is thinking
in the state and this incurs a greater separated himself, God sends His an(j following the examples of the
responsibility. If we are to mean spirit. Man's part is willingness and western world. What have we done
what we should to the students of In- consecration; God's part is sending jn America? We have watched the
diana, the students of United States, the Spirit.
others, and now we are beginning to
and the students of the world, we
Before Dr Evans' msesage, Messrs. fan jn jjne. The Youth of America
must shatter the remaining rudi- Reed, MacMurray, Manning and Skin- js beginning to think for itself. I do
ments of unjust provincialism and ner sang "My Heavenly Father not mean to infer that it is ignoring
thus broaden and intensify our scope Watches Over Me." After the mes- the advice of its good professors,
of usefulness in the world.
sage, the quartet sang again, "Have backed by ripe experience, but I do
—
—
Thy Way."
mean that the youth of America is
PRAYER BAND
On January 30, Miss Lortz presided weighing the problems and then is
The attendance at the meeting of an(j T\,Jr Douglas led in song. Miss able to give the proper reaction to
Jan. 20, was much better than in the George and Miss Lewis sang "I Have them.
previous meetings, and those who a Priend in Heaven." Dr. Newton
to
Tayior University is beginning
came seemed to come expecting some- \v,-ay gave the second lecture of the feei the influence of the Youth Movething from the Lord. After a few serje,s. His subject was "Holiness ment. Our last meeting of the Minissongs and a scripture lesson, the scrjptural."
terial Association was a good exammieeting was opened for requests. The
j|jan was created holy. Adam could pie of the dawn of the Youth Movepresence of the Lord was mam est y nQt produce a boly seed, however, for ment at Taylor. And now the quespresent and hearts were touched by he bad sinned, and everything must tion that has been presenting itself
the Holy Spirit. A prevailing spirit produce after
kind
God>s orig- to the thinking
educators of the
of prayer seemed to be manifested.
by us. "How
inal desjgn was to have a holy race, world, must be met
A week later we had another gra- and thjg desjgn js seen throughout shall we meet this advance in thought,
cious time with the Lord. During the ^ gjdje His purpose now is to get this advance in mentality, this adseasons of prayer everyone seemed to man back to the place he occupied vance in self assurance of the youth
feel that "God was in the place. We before he fell—to make him holy.
of the world?" The answer that
left the service very conscious of the
Everyone is urged to attend every comes back to us, as of the direct
presence of the Lord and our hearts meeung 0f the League. There will be voice of God, is "Education! Religwere encouraged to ask and believe specia, m!Ugic and a worth while ion, righteous, education!"
greater things of Christ "He is faith- mesgage every Friday evening.
Let us look at what the great men
ful who promised, who also will do it.
-Reporter. 0f today, and of other day® have to
JJQJ
LEAGUE
The president of the^Holiness League. Mr. Ockenga, has arranged for
a series of lectures on the subject of
Holiness, to be given by members of
our faculty. The first of this series
was given by Dr. Geo. Evans, January 23. He spoke on "Holiness Defined."
Dr. Evans treated the subject in a
new and helpful manner, showing
how God has tried, from the beginning, to teach man the concept of holi-

~ '
^
~~
Sciy nbout tli-6 Christisn Oollu^©, srid
THE YOUTH MOVEMENT AND Religious Education of the youth,
THE MINISTERIAL ASSOCIAHuxley says, "Education is the inTION OF TAYLOR UNIstruction of the intellect in the laws
VERSITY.
of nature but men and their ways,
The day has come when the youth and th® fashioning of the affections
of the world is being considered in the anc' wil1 into an earnest and loving
shaping of the destinies of nations. Resile to move in harmony with those
Realizing this, the Ministerial Asso- ,awsciation of Taylor University has set
Humboldt says, "Whatever you
about, under the able leadership of would put into the state you must
its president, to permeate the youth first put into the school." And John
on the campus of Taylor University
(Continued on page 9 col. 3)
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wait for an inter-urban car a little
country village situated thirteen [miles
in any direction from nowhere, and
holding down its place on the county
map by supporting a grocery store, a
school house, a church yard, a black
Editorial Department
smith
and barber shop combined, a
Editor-in-Chief
J. Lauren Naden
Associate Editor
Erma Dare Farmers' Co-operative Grain & Sup
First Assistant Associate Editor
Ralph Henning ply Company—Incorporated—and the
Second Assistant Associate Editor
Florence Beale inter-urban car twice a day. There
Report Editor
Mildred Whetsel was also, conducted with the electric
Literary Editor
Frances Rowland
Local Editor
:
Charlotte Kaetzel line, a power-reducing station with a
Chronicler and Humorous Editor
Elma Buchanan waiting room attached. This waiting
Alumni Editor
K. E. Maynard room was the villagers' winter "hang
Athletic Editor
Elmore Eicher out." There was exhibited in a con
spicuous place the usual sign, "No
Business Department
Business Manager
Paul C. Kepple Smoking Allowed." Around the soft
Advertising Manager
Alva Beers coal stove, in the center of the floor,
Subscription Manager
S. Dale Tarbell were chairs, stools, and benches, pro
Circulation Manager
Wesley Draper
Assistant Circulation Manager
....
Harry Dean viding a reserved seat for each one
of the townsmen—eleven in number
Subscription Price $1.50 Per Annum
according to the last census. But as
(Eighteen issues) in United States, if paid before January 1, 1925; $1.75 per I was saving I had a considerable
annum if paid after January 1, 1925; $1.75 per annum in foreign countries;
amount of time to wait before the car
single copies 10 cents.
was due. So I entered the waiting
room and monopolized the long plank
bench along the side of the room.
Several of the villagers were in their
usual places, and were swapping stor
ies. Soon after I arrived the old
gentleman who keeps the sub-station
started a tale about an old coach
driver of his acquaintance, who drove
on the stage road between Chicago
and Ottawa, in the early forties. This
driver, he said, "Was m!aking his trip
one day with only two passengers, a
woman and a baby. Toward the mid
dle of the afternoon it got bitter cold,
and he saw that the mother was freez
ing. The coach of course was not
heated. The baby was wrapped in
Ordinarily we do not consider loaf bellion. We learned much about the blankets and was all right. It was
ing to be a virtue. Nor am I going life of the soldiers; how they marched several miles to the half-way house
to endeavor to show you that it is a for days and days; how they secured where he was to put up for the night,
virtue. But if ye could conceive of their beef, and cooked it in a hole in and he knew the woman would be
such a pastime as "lively loafing," the ground; how the Union and Con frozen to death before he got there
that is "killing time" advantageously, federate men visited each other as if he didn't do something. So he
we might not be so prone to condemn friends by night, and went out to stopped the team, opened the coach
ourselves for having spent a little kill each other by day. And we had door, and asked the lady to step out
time now and then in apparent idle the joy of fighting
all over again the just a moment. 'I'll hold the baby,'
ness.
battle of Tippecanoe and Missionary he said. When she was outside he
Perhaps I should hesitate to con Ridge. I will dare to say that we slammed the door and gave the horses
fess that I, myself, have ever been learned more history accidentally— the hip. They were off. The poor
guilty of loafing. Who hasn't? Some in proportion to the time spent—than woman was frantic. She thought the
driver was kidnapping her baby. So
of it I would part with if I could; in any class we ever attended.
the rest is not for sale. It is this
Other instances of idle moments she started out after him, running as
latter that I wish to talk about.
not altogether wasted, of time spent fast as she could. The driver slowed
When we were youngsters at home in listening to tales also of historical down a bit and let her come up al
there lived in the community an old background, are stored away in my most to the coach; then he kept just
gentleman who was a Civil War vet memory. One in particular, concern ahead of her for nearly a mile. When
eran and a "marvelous story teller." ing life in the Middle West in its he stopped and let her into the coach
He could often be found with an younger davs, comes to my mind just she was sweatin' . An' they all ar
rived at the half-way house alive."
audience of us juveniles about him, now.
listening to his stories of the late Re Not long ago I had occasion to
I'm; not going to beg any one's parTAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO
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don for bringing personal experiences
into my little article because no one
has anything worth saying that isn't
personal experience. Even though
the content or subject matter may
have been read, or told to us, if we do
not enter into it wiith our whole
soul, to the extent that it becomes our
own experience, then we are in no
position to pass it on to some one
else.
—B. O'Riginal.
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cold.
You might as well call neu sideration this question: Resolved,
ralgia a cold as to call a sort throat That colds should be abolished from
by such an exalted title. No, effects the earth.
of a cold may be felt in every part of
—Fanaud.
one's body, but the cold itself is
something higher, more exalted, more
Continued from page 7
worthy of consideration.
Knox says, "Every scholar is some
True colds, then, may be divided thing added to the riches of the com
into two clases, damp colds and dry monwealth."
colds. My mother used to call them
In the realm of religious education
tight colds and loose colds, but I like we find from the very foundation of
my title better, for "tight" and our great nation that the desire for
"loose" always bring a different pic Spiritual things was paramount. Read
ture to my mind than a cold. Of the words of the Puritan Fathers:
COLDS.
these two colds I prefer the dry. With "After God had carried us safe to
I have a cold. I had a cold last a dry cold one has a sense of the New England, and we had builded our
year. I had a cold the year before awfulness of doom, a horror of im houses, provided necessaries for our
that. In fact I have had at least one pending disaster, and a feeling of in livelihood, reared convenient places
cold every year since I was born, and tense depression. One also feels that for God's worship and settled the civ
that was in the early part of the a mountainous pressure is being il government, one of the next things
fifteenth century, before Columbus brought to bear upon his head and we longed for and looked after was
discovered America. Strange, isn't that all his power is necessary to to advance learning and perpetuate it
it, how old a cold makes a man feel? ward off extinction. I should have to posterity, dreading to leave an il
but then that depends on the manner, said that depression is an invariable literate ministry to the Churches,
stage, and condition of the cold, and accompaniment of a true cold. Now a when the present ministry shall be in
the disposition, age and strength of dry cold isn't much work. One needs the dust."
Washington, our beloved patriot,
its possessor. Some men act like only keep a supply of "Vicks", or
president, in his farewell
fools when they receive the inesti some similar article, on hand to keep and first
mable gift of a cold, unsought, un the cold from developing into pneu address), said, "Let us with caution
wanted, unappreciated. Others bear monia. It really isn't much work— indulge the supposition that mortal
ity can be maintained without relig
their burden patiently if it is a cold that's why I like it better.
Now as for the damp cold (that's ion. Whatever may be conceded to
of—but there, that reminds me of my
the kind I have just now) it is by far the influence of refined education on
beginning.
I have a cold. Having had such ex the worse nuisance of the two. At its minds of peculiar structure, the rea
perience myself, and having accom beginning one's head feels as if an son and experience both forbid us to
plished .mtuch research work—at least infernal machine were ticking out its expect that national morality can pre
fifteen minutes—on the subject of last hours there. The feeling shifts vail in exclusion of religious princi
colds, I beg you to take to heart the later on to one in which one's brains ple."
The question to be asked at the end
results of my serious deliberations. I seem dripping slowly from their airy
must define a cold. A cold is that resting place. That's the reason one's of an educational step is not, "What
nuisance of mankind which makes a head is lighter after a cold. The has the child learned?" but "What
strong man weak, a patient man fur worst thing about a damp cold is the has the child become?" James E.
ious, a woman plaintive, and a baby number of handkerchiefs it requires. Clarke says "The view which draws
discouraged. It is a devouring beast, One uses all his own, borrows two or a sharp line of distinction between
destroying that which it cannot carry three dozen of his roomlmate, and the spiritual life of a youth and all
away, the good character of its vic then has to dry them over the radiator of the rest of his life is fundamental
tim. It is the abomination of both for future use. If one wishes to work ly erroneous. It ignores the unity of
Jew and Gentile, and people from pole he must hold his nose with one hand the education and the unity of the
to pole feel its influence. It is a and do his work with the other. It is youth to be educated. The whole pro
cess of developing the child, and that
heavy burden, full of
tiny thorns very difficult.
Now a damp cold requires careful is what education is, must necessar
jabbing one to active but unavailing
treatment so here are some of the ily be one process, just because the
remonstrance.
But why need
to define so com best remedies known: A hot bath, child himself is a unit. We cannot
mon a thing? Every man has a well hot lemonade, hot lemonade with soda, separate him into parts, however
established concept in his mind of a day in bed, a day of hard physical much we may desire to do so. He is
exercise, a period of fasting, a time not a body, plus a mind, plus a
that to which I refer.
Now there are two kinds of true of gorging, "Vicks". lemon and sugar, heart, plus a will; he is just a human
colds and a number of false colds. We exhalation of the fumes of chlorine, being in the making, and whatever
'Sometimes call a sort throat a cold, etc., and a hundred and one others. influences are brought to bear upon
but very improperly. The cause may However, let me warn yon—if you ap him, are brought to bear upon the
be the same as that of a true cold, ply "Vicks" at night apply it gently while of him. Whether the school
but the effect is surely not the same. to your already over-sensitive nasal aims to do so or not, whether it knows
Besides, what does a little hoarseness appendage and treat the same mem what it is doing, it is not merely in
or pain signify? It does not have bers with every consideration. Fin structing an intellect—it is actually
the objectionable features of a true ally, allow me to offer for your con
(Continued on page 15)
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as contradictory as any place in the of a narrow crooked lane a little shop
(Continued from page 4)
gram. We have said "Buddha is all world just now. Some of the return of wonderful carvings or earthen
wrong, Tao is all wrong, Confucius ed students are doing very construct ware, tapestries and embroideries fit
is all wrong " without stopping to ive work for the nation, but some of to grace a queen, or art sketches to
think that these three great men pro them are much more superficial than feast the eye upon. Their temples
duced an educational lore and a pro the native students, because they are sometimes marvels of beauty,
gram of teaching which has maintain have adopted so much of the foreign while the flowers and sunsets are of
ed the morale of these people for cen dress and ways and are really out of nature's best. The Chinese are a
turies. We have said "Christianity is sympathy with their own people, and strongly moral people and their civi
lization has been preserved through
the only right thing," and have in only desirous of making a fortune.
We find here the background of the centuries. Why ? One wiser than
sisted that they become exactly the
same kind of Christians that we are the Old Testament and also the New; you and I must answer. Some one
and think exactly as we do, without the backwardness of the past and the has asked, why was Christianity tak
at all the same kind of background progress of the present. Outside of en to the Occident before it came to
or basis of thinking that we have. Shanghai the farmers are plowing the Orient? And the answer was,
How can a person living in an Old with their crooked sticks or crude "Because the Occidentals needed it
Testament background with Old Tes shovels, and forcing the water from more than the Orientals." Who knows
tament conditions worship in a patty to patty with a human tread- but that God has reserved these peo
church similar to those in the U. S. wheel or a water oxen, while in ple for a special purpose in the ful
and think in 20th century terms? Yet Shanghai we have one of the most up- fillment of His great redemptive pro
that is what we have demanded and to-date publishing houses in the world, gram, and when our civilization has
the result is that there is a revolt the Commercial Press, entirely run passed on, with all others—theirs may
among many thinking Chinese who and managed by the Chinese. The be the more successful.
This may sound strange to some.
have come to realize that there is machinery is of the latest invention,
good in the teachings of Buddha and with the most modern printing press But when you have met the Chinese
Confucius and that the Christianity es, while a splendid social service pro woman as I have met her, and mar
of China must be built on Chinese gram is carried out among its em veled at her poise and grace, her dig
thinking and backgrounds if it is to ployes. On the streets of Peking you nity, her command of her household,
save China; that it must utilize the may see all in one afternoon camels, her judgment and her ability—when
good of the past and build a construc donkeys, horses, carriages, wheelbar you rub shoulder to shoulder with the
tive program on that good instead of rows, chairs, rickshaws, buffaloes and Chinese college man and women who
throwing away everything for the automobiles as means of travel, while has had a chance in life, and have to
new. If our Christian workers had the airplanes pass over your head, cope with their brain power, you won
been wise enough to realize that from and your mail is delivered to your door der what these people could not ac
the beginning, Christianity would be six times daily. You may see a na complish if once given the opportun
much more firmly
rooted in China tive son wading in the creek at your ity.
Again, with only 100,000 Christians
than it is today. But alas, many les back door, clothed in nature's naked
ness, with a palm leaf fan in one hand out of four million people, and ninety
sons we learn too late.
Of the people and the real China and a fish net in the other, while a per cent not able to read and write,
there is so much to say. One of the Mandarin lady riding in state passes with famines and floods abroad, poli
tical intrigue rampant, other nations
most hopeful things in China today is by in her carriage.
One day you visit a temple. The sapping her coffers and ready to ex
the popular education movement of
the Y. M. C. A., which is spreading thieves market is nearby; the lame ploit (Christian America drawing
throughout China and teaching the and blind throng the streets; the $45,000,000 every year for tobacco,
masses of common people to read and most pitiable beggers meet you at and England more for opium) do we
write. The most tragic thing in China the gate and as you enter the temple get even a slight vision of what our
is the waste of human life and the you find the court filled with money duty may be, and how we can help
child labor. In most of the factories changers and merchants with their even more at home than abroad in
in China, from one-third to one-half wares. The next day you attend a carrying out Christ's kingdom in the
of the workers are children under Mission or foreign church built in the world ? Does it lift us above our
fourteen years of age. In Muckden, latest foreign architecture with com narrow prejudices of race and color
there is one factory which employs fortable pews and a big organ. You to realize that we are all children of
2000 workers, and 2,600 of these are listen to the minister discoursing up one great all Father, and He wills
children between the ages of 7 and 14 on Christian fundamentals and you that we should love one another.
years. Even in Shanghai you see wonder what has gone awry.
(Continued from page 3)
Yet there is something marvelous
children of seven and eight, as well
as women, pulling heavy loads and about the Chinese people. They love forget the bounteous supply of food
carrying heavy packs on their backs. beauty and color and have produced it set before them. There was every
Yes, there is footbinding in China to in the world's history. In the midst thing one could desire, and much
day, very little or none in some plac of their squalor and dirt they bring more. Everyone was delighted with
es, but much in others. Are the pig forth some of the most beautiful this unique social event.
tails gone?
Mostly—yes, but there things, and it is the constant delight
Dr. Glasier, when are you going to
are many pigtails and even among the of the foreigner to happen upon these have another party ?
youths in some places. China is about surprising things, to find at the end
—Dorothy Atkinson.
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BLUMENTHAL
& Company
The Best Place to shop after all

"Marion's Greatest Style Center"
THALO-PHILO BASKET BALL.
Game I.
Finally! The long anticipated hath
arrived! The Philo-Thalo series is
begun. Yet who can be the mob that
fills the stands and gallery of our
famous gym? Lo, they are an ex
pectant group of earnest onlookers
waiting to see which way Dame For
tune will wave her wand—against or
for—this is the question soon to be
settled.
The competition is keener than us
ual on account of the behaving of
some of the choicest of both teams.
Yet, who knows the outcome—stay!
Strains of martial music greet the
ear and the sturdy air of "On Wiscon
sin" gallantly proclaims the approach
of a mlighty conflict while our band
takes its place and renders some stir
ring numbers which quicken heart
beats. The music ceases with one
triumphant blast, and out leap the
warriors of the pill, each warming up
to the oncoming bout.
Cheers on cheers reverberate and
the game begins. The spirit of sharp
competition and clean sport so per
meates the air that even officials
supposedly composed and quiet, leap
and yell. Burnt rubber is smelled
While the desperate battle line waves
indecisively. Both teams fight clean
and manfully. A shot is heard—the
game is over. The losing team quote:
"We will live to fight again and to
strike another blow." This time the
Philos are victorious with a score of
22-12.

Philo.
Shilling, R. F.
Eicher, L. F.
Ayres, center.
Boyle, R. G.
Wing, L. G.

Quality Merchandise Only

Thalo.
Naden, R. F.
Jackson, L. F.
Reed, center
Culp, R. G.
Kardotski, L. G.
Irish, sub

6
4

MARION

INDIANA

2

Game II.
Again the cry to armis as the teams
dashed out on the floor amid a mael
strom of cheers. This game proved
more exciting than its predecessor,
for, during the last half of the first
quarter, each team grabbed the
chafing bit between its teath and let
loose a hurricane on the squeaky old
floor, running like lightning and stop
ping as if they had eight wheel
brakes. An absolutely clean type of
sportsmanship was apparent through
out the game which was once amus
ingly shown as Shilling and Kandotski locked arms and rolled togeth
er to partake of what little nourish
ment the floor might yield. While thus
amicably entertained Jack deposited
a gentle kis-s on the sweaty brow of
his opponent.
At the end of the first
half the
score was 13-12 in favbor of the Thalos. The stands were crazy and new
cheers grew like grass in a green
house. The yelling kept up during
the whole conflict till quieted by the
sharp flash of the revolver, and all is
over—win or lose they played their
game as man against man, and this
time the score-board read: Thalos 24,
Philos 17.

DR. DONALD M. ST. JOHN
FOOT SPECIALIST
Y. M. C. A. Building:, 4th and Branson
Phone 2818

Marion, Ind.

DR. I M. FLIN
DENTIST
Phone 384
402 Glass Bldg.
Marion, Ind.
Special Inducements to Students

CUT PRICES
ON DRY GOODS. SHOES
RUBBERS AND
GENTS FURNISHINGS

P. R. McREYNOLDS
Cut Price Store

Upland, Indt

DINE AT KEEVER'S CAFE
With Steam Table service. Hot
Sandwiches at all hours and
Coffee for the nervous
Our dinner lunch is 25c

What will be the future outcome?
Who can tell ? Oh faithful to Thalo
or Philo, come and give your hearty
Points support to your team and boost as
"Was your garden a success this
18 much as you can.
year !
2
Philo.
"Very much so! My neighbor's
prize at the poul
Shilling, R. F. __
6 chickensi took first
4 try show."
2 Eicher, L. F.
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Ayres, center
Boyle, K. G.
Wing, L. G.
Total

2
5
IV

Thalo
Kinnamon, R. F.
Jackson, sub
Naden, L. F.
Reed center
Kandotski, R. G.
Gulp, L. G.
Total

8
9
3
4

CLUB CAFE

ATKINS PRODUCTS
COMPANY

MARION, IND.
c

Short Orders at All Hours

Biz Lunch 25c

Open day and night

ICE CREAM, MILK, CREAM.
24
—P. T. O.

AND BY-PRODUCTS

(Continued from page 5)
ing place with many a snort and
smothered groan. We came once to
a paved road, one of those half-way
roads where two wheels run on
pavement and two on dirt, or both
on dirt, as ti e case may be. Then
we rejoiced in tiie prospect of a
quiet ride. Had you forgotten the
mud? We had. Suddenly we began
to slide down hill faster and faster.
I have gone down many a steep hill
in my childhood on a bob. but never
one like that. Packed in as we were
we could only cling to each other and
—what? Laugh! Fortunately the
car righted itself at the foot of the
hill and we loosened our grip. Hav
ing proceeded half-way up the op
posite slope, Nellie thought she had
done her duty and promptly stalled.
Another thrilling coast down hill re
sulted in the inevitable climb upward
in low gear. Thus we covered of
Pennsylvania's worst roads twenty
miles, according to the road map,
but according to our register at least
fifty.
Sometimes Nellie almost turn
ed tail sliding down hill, but being a
cheerful creature she took the ups
and downs of fortune very amiably.
If you do not possess such a car as
Nellie, get one; she will well repay
you.
But all this was "not a patchin' "
to the ride we had some weeks later
on our return. Ah! I forgot! That
belongs to the New Year, not the
Christmas, joys.
—F. R.
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MEYERS
AT
MARION
For years and years the
manufacturer of
Halterm'an—"I could have been
married twice when I was twenty."
Doris Atkinson—"Oh, did the girls
In his attempt to improve his per
sonal appearance and win favor with propose ? Too bad you rejected them."
the fairer sex, in order to induce
Esther Mary A.—(working a cross
someone to go with him to the Eure
ka banquet, Lowell Stevens became so word puzzle)—"Who is the 'Goddess
excited the other day that he put of Ag'riculture'?"
Thelma A. (after a moment's re
tooth paste all over his shoes and
Blodgett."
blackened his teeth! He doesn't know flection)—"Mrs.
to this day why he couldn't get a
Economics Class.
date.
"Okey" to Prof.—"How would one
Mrs. Young-wed—"And how long go about making up a 'partnership?"
must you be away, dear?"
Youngwed—"About two weeks."
"Now gentlemen," said the profes
Mrs Y.—"I think, then, I'll learn sor, "we are about to start the ex
to cook while you are gone."
amination. There are ten questions.
Mr. Y.—"That's a very good idea. Just answer them. Don't try to tell
I'll leave the dog with one of the all you know."
neighbors."
Miss R. Dare—"Our state is the
Jones—"Mannel, look at my new best organized state of all."
picture."
Mr. Allen—"What state is that, the /y
Alojado—"Is that yours, really?" state of matrimony?"
Jones—"Yes, isn't it pretty?"
M. A.—"Why, I thought it was the
The new doctor, fresh from the
picture of your cow."
medical school, called to see a very
JOKES.

old patient, who immediately began
to relate to him his various ailments.
"And worst of all, doctor, I'm afraid
I've got a diseased heart," the old man
concluded.
"Oh, no," said the doctor, "it's not
quite so bad as that, I'm sure."
But the old man held up a silencing
At Table: Mr. Tinker—"Now there
were only six in my H. S. graduating finger and said: "Excuse me, doctor,
but it's not for a young man like you
class."
to
contradict an experienced invalid
Miss Radaker—"Was that when
like me."
Chicago first started?"
Ern Lindell
was fanning Miss
Hessenauer in Hist. 10 class.
Miss H.—"What are you fanning
me for?"
Lindell—"To keep you cool through
this hot discussion."

Grace Olson (to see total eclipse)—
Leona Purchis—"There are two
Runs
to the west door, saying, "Where
words in Washington's address that
I never shall forget ... I can't think is it? Where is it?"
of them now."
Speaking From Experience.
Mr. Clark—"Having your first date
Tinker: "Does the moon affect the
is the biggest joke."
tide?"
MacLean—"It wasn't with me."
Latesham: "No, only the untied."

T, U's,
CLASS JEWELRY

Dr. Faris & Faris
Optometrists & Eye Specialists
For Spectacles and Eye Glasses
When you get 'em of Dr. Farris
they are O. K.
122 E. Fourth S.

MARION

Upland State Bank
Upland, Indiana
CAPITAL $25,000.00
Surplus and Profit $8,000.00
I. M. MILLER. President
E. L. BRAGG. Cashier

FOR DELICIOUSCAKES, BREAD AND
PASTRIES
TRY THE

Upland Bakery
Orders given prompt service
PHONE 382
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(Continued from page 9)
making a man—some kind of a man."
Nine-tenths of the calamities which
have befallen the human race had no
other origin than the union of high
intelligence with low desires. Char
acter is higher than intellect. A great
soul will be strong to live, as well
as to think. Exclude religion from
education, and you have no founda
tion upon which to build moral char
acter. The right instruction of youth
is a matter in which Christ and all
the world is concerned. Secular edu
cation is only half an education, with
the most important half left out.
Education and religion should be so
interwoven that each becomes a part
of the other. Our late President,
Warren G. Harding, says, "Christian
education is essential to Christian
citizenship, and right civic leadership.
I believe in religious instruction for
American children. The future can
not be entrusted to the children un ,
less their education includes their
spiritual development."
As students, what are we doing to
help in this problem? What are we
giving to our Alma Mater in these
four yeras, except our presence?
What have we done really original?
What have we contributed that some
other man or woman could not? Our
professors tell us what we ought to
do and we fall in line. This may be
all' right, and it is fine to have such
dependable shepherds, but some day
we must leave them and depend whol
ly upon ourselves. We shall not al
ways have them to work out our
problems of thought for us. There
will come a time when we shall be
shepherds of flocks of our own. Shall
we be prepared for the task? Let us
face the issue squarely!
—C. A. Douglas.
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L. J. Mc ATEE & CO,
Picture Framing
Artists Supplies and Mirrors
MARION, INDIANA

312 S. BOOTS STREET

Grant Trust & Savings Co.
"THE BANK OF THE PEOPLE"

Marion, Indiana

Sporting Goods
Physicians' Supplies

Toilet Sundries
Stationery
PIONEER DRUG STORE
TAc ^JjeaiClJUL Stare

Upland,

Indiana

Paints
Wall Paper

Kodaks
Books

—

CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS AND SHOES
FOR MEN AND BOYS

Cronin & Chalfant
The Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes
HARTFORD CITY, INDIANA
Special Discount given to Taylor University Students

H O O V E R ' S

Loy Furniture Co,
We can satisfy you in our line
Come in and give us a chance
UPLAND. INDIANA

THE LEADING HOME FURNISHERS
Cash—or—Credit
Hartford City
Indiana

The Following
IN MODERN SPEECH
New Testament
Isaiah
Psalms
And Others
SEE K. E. MAYNARD

DR. F. L. RESLER
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Office Over Postoffice
Phones: Office 1132; Res. 104
Upland, Indiana

'

Taylor University
"The College that Cares for the Soul"

A Liberal Arts College surrounded by superb departments
in the Fine Arts.
Conforms to standard college requirements. Courses ac
credited by Indiana State Board. Its graduates take
good rank everywhere.
A favorite place for teachers and preachers to get their
training.
Offers master of arts course in theology major, recognized
for graduate credit in some large seminaries.
Average annual enrollment, 300. Average teaching staff,
24. New equipment providing for 500 enrollment
next school year.
Teaching staff and enrollment so balanced as to assure
helpfull contact between teacher and student, and
standards of thoroughness.
An atmosphere of moral earnestness, supporting and pro
moting the faith of historic Christianity.
For catalogue, address Taylor University, Upland, Ind.

